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THE GREAT DIVIDE by Alix Sobler

Finborough Theatre

4th - 20th September 2016

‘Seamless performances and thought-provoking writing’ ★★★★

Based on real events in New York, 1911 “The Great Divide” is a cleverly constructed

hard-hitting drama that centres on the struggles of a group of young female Triangle

Shirtwaist Factory workers fighting for better working conditions and unionisation.

Rosa, a Jewish immigrant, tells the story of her life and role in a general strike.

Although the strike is successful, the workers concerns about Health & Safety are not

addressed and the ending is inevitable – 146 workers are killed in a subsequent fire.

Lauded playwright Alix Sobler skilfully weaves human stories into the politics of the

play and whilst maintaining its historical context, “The Great Divide” manages to

make a powerful statement about the lack of workers’ rights today. “We tell the story

over and over in the hopes that they will learn,” says Rosa of future generations, but

we still have sweatshops, appalling conditions for immigrant workers and horrific

factory accidents that are preventable.

Sobler gives a voice to the nameless women who lost their lives that day and

through Rosa we get to know the people behind the tragedy that shaped workplace

reform in America. “The point is you were a person Rosa and that is why they’ll care,”

assures her friend when Rosa doubts that we, the audience, are interested in her

plight. She believes that she and her friends are lost in history and rather than

changing the world, the lessons of their deaths go unheeded.

The stage was bare – suitcases were cleverly utilised for the set, as props and even
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sound effects – the actors drumming on the cases to emulate the sound of machinery

on the factory floor. Several Brechtian techniques were effectively employed as each

actor played multiple roles, occasionally broke out of character to comment or argue

with Rosa’s narrative and actors not in a scene would stay onstage and watch their

fellow actors perform - all of which added to the confrontational nature of the piece.

The cast was superb. Seamless performances, strong direction and thought-

provoking writing made this a powerful production. A little imperious at times, “The

Great Divide” packs a lot in but it does so with sincerity and compassion and leaves

the audience with a heartfelt message – have we not learned our lessons from

history?

Box Office: 0844 847 1652 / http://www.finboroughtheatre.co.uk

Annie Power is an award-winning writer and FCP Editor. She has written several short

plays which have been performed at The Soho Theatre, Etcetera, Rosemary Branch

and Leicester Square Theatre. She’s had several short films screened at various film

festivals including Underwire and Raindance.

About Discover traditional pub theatres in London and the UK supporting cutting edge

performances,new writing and emerging theatre companies.  Great night out!
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